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Sounds Familiar has been going for over 12 years and is an established live Music Quiz 
with residencies across the UK. In March 2020 we adapted our format to launch 
Sounds Familiar Online. Since then we have hosted 80+ sell-out public online events 
and 65+ corporate virtual quizzes. Got a Multi-National team? You're in good hands! 
We have presented to clients across Europe, USA, Canada, Mexico and Australia.

WHAT IS SO GOOD ABOUT 
SOUNDS FAMILIAR ONLINE? TELL ME!

This isn't your average Zoom trivia quiz with Barry from Bognor asking questions about 
the 1974 Eurovision Song Contest. (No offence Baz).

Sounds Familiar is all music based, with creatively produced rounds building up energy 
as it goes.

We jam-pack over 70 amazing tunes into 1 epic quiz - our famous Mash-Up rounds are 
the stuff of legends!

WWe include a huge range of music from across the decades up to the current day, so 
there's something for everyone.

Got a more youthful team? We can cater for that! If you have a varied age group, we'll 
create a quiz that everyone will enjoy.

It's a perfect antidote and fabulous well-being time-out to the strange and uncertain 
times we're all going through.

thanks for enquiring about 
Sounds Familiar Online! Here's the low-down!

Hello 



HOW DOES IT WORK?

It couldn't be easier to set up!

5 STAR FEEDBACK!

Your teams are arranged before the day of the quiz, one Team Captain is assigned 
for each team.

We manage the logistics from there, emailing out the quiz URL, logging the team 
names, we even do all the marking!

Your teams link up together via Zoom, MS Teams, G Hangouts, Houseparty or any 
other collab app and tune in to play.

WWe host live from our webinar platform, there's NO software to download, you 
don't appear on camera with us or anything like that.

We have a web chat room so you can interact with us and your other teams during 
the quiz. 

At the end we reveal last place, best team name, the full chart run down and third, 
second and first places.

“Thanks to everyone at Sounds Familiar Music Quiz for our fabulous fun afternoon! 
We had over 100 colleagues online, all playing remotely, and everyone had a fantastic 
time. We all particularly loved the mash-ups! The instructions were clear and easy to 
follow and everything was run by the team perfectly! We can't wait to play again!”

~ (Leanne, NHS Manchester) ~

“Sounds“Sounds Familiar are the best at what they do. With seamless organisation both 
before and during their events, you always know you are in safe hands when it comes 
to this team. Sounds Familiar really knows how to get the party started and at this 
stage we've had countless music quizzes run by them, which always go perfectly (and 

are amazing fun!). Highly recommended!”

~ (Carla, Spotify) ~

““We are back already to see if you can host us for a Christmas celebration! This has 
been a massive lift for our teams. We can't get enough!”

~ (Daisy, Acast) ~



ONLINE PLAYERS

PLAYERS & TEAMS

QUIZ OPTIONS

NEXT STEPS

THANK YOU AND STAY SAFE!

“What a night! Once again jam packed with awesome CHOONS! The creativity and 
hard work that goes into this quiz shines through, and brings us back week in and 

week out. The best antidote to lockdown fatigue ever!”
 

~ (Natalie, Online Player) ~

“Loved“Loved the theme this week, the team are so inventive at coming up with different 
rounds and themes week after week. It certainly gives our brains a good work out. If 
you haven't tried one of these virtual quizzes yet you have done yourself out of a 

cracking night in!” 

~ (Simone, Online Player) ~

“G“Great music, great host and the mashups were AMAZING. Thoroughly recommend 
the quiz to anyone looking for something fun to do in lockdown. Hands down the best 

online quiz I have done!” 

~ (Suzi, Online Player) ~

We can host for smaller parties of 10 or large parties of 300. The maximum number 
of players is 400 at one time. We advise no more than 30 teams to make things more 
streamlined and fun for everyone taking part. Teams can be a vary of sizes - we can 
provide guidance for you once you tell us the number of attendees.

Lorem Ipsum


